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Abstract: In the field of documentation and preservation of cultural heritage, there is keen interest
in 3D metric viewing and rendering of architecture for both formal appearance and color. On
the other hand, operative steps of restoration interventions still require full-scale, 2D metric
surface representations. The transition from 3D to 2D representation, with the related geometric
transformations, has not yet been fully formalized for planar development of frescoed vaults.
Methodologies proposed so far on this subject provide transitioning from point cloud models to
ideal mathematical surfaces and projecting textures using software tools. The methodology used
for geometry and texture development in the present work does not require any dedicated software.
The different processing steps can be individually checked for any error introduced, which can be
then quantified. A direct accuracy check of the planar development of the frescoed surface has been
carried out by qualified restorers, yielding a result of 3 mm. The proposed methodology, although
requiring further studies to improve automation of the different processing steps, allowed extracting
2D drafts fully usable by operators restoring the vault frescoes.

Keywords: frescoed vault; vault development; restoration

1. Introduction

Planar development of more or less complex curved surfaces, also possibly decorated, is of
great interest for experts working in the field of documentation and preservation of cultural heritage.
The scientific community has addressed the problem in a rigorous way, with both analytical [1] and
digital [2–6] methodologies. These investigations have led to the development of software applications
that have only partially automated the procedures required for planar development of curved surfaces.
Studies carried out by the authors have not found as yet any commercial tool allowing automated and
controlled development of geometry and texture.

The goal of this research was to study a simplified methodology enabling both planar development
of geometry and texture of frescoed vaults (surveyed with geomatics techniques) and checking of the
errors related to the different operating steps. In particular, this methodology has been developed in the
case of the “a schifo” vault typology [7,8] and does not provide any kind of cartographic projection. It
uses very common commercial software and includes some processing steps requiring user operation.
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2. State of the Art

3D photorealistic environments allow engineers, historians and restorers to research, investigate,
and simulate outcomes of restoration projects before these are executed. For all these aspects,
3D-textured metric modeling is currently the most sought after tool for cognitive evaluation and
operating approach in the field of cultural heritage [9]. Creation of a 3D-textured model includes three
steps: geometry modeling, parameterization and texture creation.

2.1. Geometry Survey

Laser scanning is a well-established surveying methodology, whose output is readily usable
for representing historical and architectural heritage [10–17]. Accuracy and resolution attainable in
comparatively short times (last-generation scanners for architectural surveys can acquire millions of
points per second with sub-centimeter accuracy) are the main strengths of these systems although
prices are still quite high.

The new approach to softcopy photogrammetry realized by Structure from Motion (SfM) and
MVS (Multi-View Stereo) algorithms generates very dense 3D color point clouds quite similar in size to
those produced from laser scanning surveys [18–23]. However, even if software evolution in this field
is very fast and performance is good in terms of processing time, and the amount of manageable data
and obtainable precisions are gradually improving, these procedures may not always be considered
reliable. In fact, matching algorithms can be very sensitive to recording and illumination differences
and not reliable in poorly textured or homogeneous regions. This can result in noisy point clouds
and/or difficulties in feature extraction [24]. These matching algorithms could suffer from variable
precision, strongly dependent on the pattern present on surveyed objects, as well as the difficulty of
having control of the achievable accuracy at the geometric and morphological levels [20,25].

2.2. Texture Mapping

In large-scale 3-D models used as supporting documentation in restoration works, textures are
not a mere aesthetic complement. In fact, besides supporting construction, material and chromatic
studies, they also act as metric surveying tools, providing, once applied to the models, a guideline for
measurements. Therefore, if textures have to meet these requirements, their positioning accuracy must
be consistent with the scale used, besides having the necessary chromatic precision [26].

Many laser scanners have built-in cameras, whose relative orientation is calibrated by the
manufacturer, which allow direct true coloring of point clouds. These textures are characterized
by a high geometric accuracy, but the systems used for the photographic takes usually do not achieve
good results in terms of resolution and color fidelity [27].

Simplified, realistic-looking models may not suffice for restorers, who require rigorous texture
mapping for both morphology and color information. In these cases, it is essential to resort to a
dedicated photographic campaign, performed with high quality cameras as regards optics, sensor size
and image post-processing.

In the case of SfM software, the creation of models and textures is almost contextual, and the
procedure usually involves self-calibration of the camera, which also takes account of characteristic
distortion parameters. In these models, although textures usually have good photographic quality, it is
necessary to check the overall morphological reliability.

2.3. Vault Development

Commercial and open-source software currently available are capable to render architectures
in 3D as regards formal appearance and color. On the other hand, operative steps of restoration
interventions still require large-scale, 2D metric surface representations. The transition from 3D to 2D
representation, with the related geometric transformations, has not yet been fully formalized and still
features open issues, e.g., in the case of planar development of frescoed vaults [28]. Methodologies
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proposed so far on this subject provide transitioning from point cloud models to known mathematical
surfaces (developed on plane, or not), and afterwards seeking an ideal representation of the actual
surface, losing some architectural and building details in this process [29–33]. To the best knowledge of
the authors, modeling and reverse engineering software commonly used do not have dedicated tools
that enable automatic development of geometry and textures. Moreover, the tools that only partially
solve the problem do not take account of the introduced deformations.

3. Materials and Methods

In order to achieve planar development of frescoed vaults, textured 3D models of the vaults are
required. These should feature good geometric accuracy to identify the ideal geometric root that best
fits the actual vault. Textures associated with the models will have good radiometric quality and true
colors, and will also faithfully reproduce position and dimension of any fresco detail.

3.1. The Case Study

The object of this investigation is a vault in Palazzo Roncioni (Pisa, Italy). Its entire surface is
covered by a XVIII century fresco, painted by Tuscan painter G.B. Tempesti, which has over time
undergone extensive damage (cracks, plaster gaps, etc.). Currently, the vault is the subject of safety and
restoration work. A laser scanning survey of the vault has been performed with the pulse shift-based
laser scanner Leica Geosystems C10 ScanStation, with a point cloud density of about 70 pts/cm2 on
average. Use of a phase-based laser scanner would have allowed for more accurate results at short
distances and therefore less noisy reference data. The photogrammetric survey was performed with
a Nikon D700 SLR camera (f = 20 mm lens) at about 4.5 m range, ensuring a roughly 2-mm pixel
covering on the vault surface. It has been subjected to image processing via SfM algorithms, granting
an overlap ě70%.

3.2. 3D Modeling and Texturing

A separate 3D TIN model has been built by means of each surveying methodology. Both models
have been rigorously registered in the same reference system due to the extrapolation, from the colored
point cloud, of the coordinates of 12 Ground Control Points (GCPs). These have been chosen as easily
identifiable fresco details, spread evenly across the entire vault, and have been used in the processes of
scaling and rototranslation of the photogrammetric model.

The model obtained via laser scanning survey, henceforth referred to as “model LASER”
(Figure 1c), features homogenous geometric precision and a high enough resolution to show elements
in the sub-centimeter range (cracks, plaster displacements, etc.). As regards textures, images collected
via the on-board camera (single image 17˝ ˆ 17˝, 1920 ˆ 1920 pixel) do not grant adequate radiometric
quality. The model obtained by means of SfM/MVS methodology, henceforth referred to as “model
SfM/MVS”, features uneven geometric precision, mostly in the areas where radiometric uniformity
reduces the performance of the SfM algorithms (Figure 1b). On the other hand, it has been obtained
by a photographic campaign executed with a high quality camera, so that despite some local errors
in detail rendering, image orientation is substantially fit to the needs of the application, as detailed
later. A new textured model (“model SfM/LASER”) has been generated via SfM software from the
geometry of model LASER and the images orientated for creation of model SfM/MVS (Figure 1a).

Model SfM/LASER is the best result for geometry and texture quality, starting from collected
data. As regards processing time, this texturing process definitely has lower requirements than single
image orientation based on GCPs [26].
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(Cloud SfM/MVS), have been framed in a single reference system. The X- and Y-axes lie in the 
speculated vault impost plan, which is not horizontal (axes origin in a corner, X-axis on the long side 
and Y-axis on the short side) and the Z-axis completes the orthogonal triplet. In order to proceed with 
the 2D vault development, the 3D model has been analyzed. 

3.3.1. Analysis and Preliminary Processing of Laser Data 

In order to define the geometric components that constitute the vault, a dense contour (step = 2 
cm) representation of model LASER has been generated according the three coordinate planes (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Dense contour model (isometric view). 

The study of this contour representation (Figure 3) has allowed identification of nine 
discontinuity directions that divide the vault in 6 areas, each featuring its own section profiles with 
almost constant radius: areas 2, 4 and 6, close to the vault impost, have greater section profile radii 
than those in the upper part of the vault (areas 1, 3 and 5). Separation between the lower and upper 
parts of the vault is located at about one third of the vault height above the impost plane. 

Figure 1. (a) Model SfM/LASER; (b) Model SfM/MVS; (c) Model LASER.

3.3. Vault Development

Point clouds, either collected by laser scanning (Cloud LASER) or obtained by photogrammetry
(Cloud SfM/MVS), have been framed in a single reference system. The X- and Y-axes lie in the
speculated vault impost plan, which is not horizontal (axes origin in a corner, X-axis on the long side
and Y-axis on the short side) and the Z-axis completes the orthogonal triplet. In order to proceed with
the 2D vault development, the 3D model has been analyzed.

3.3.1. Analysis and Preliminary Processing of Laser Data

In order to define the geometric components that constitute the vault, a dense contour (step = 2 cm)
representation of model LASER has been generated according the three coordinate planes (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Dense contour model (isometric view).

The study of this contour representation (Figure 3) has allowed identification of nine discontinuity
directions that divide the vault in 6 areas, each featuring its own section profiles with almost constant
radius: areas 2, 4 and 6, close to the vault impost, have greater section profile radii than those in the
upper part of the vault (areas 1, 3 and 5). Separation between the lower and upper parts of the vault is
located at about one third of the vault height above the impost plane.
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The interpretation of these results suggested that the vault could be generated from the 
combination of several elements belonging to different cylindrical surfaces, and could be part of the 
“a schifo” type. This includes a lower portion, similar to a section of a pavilion vault, and an upper 
one, named “specchio” (mirror), which features so wide a curvature to appear almost planar. This 
vault type has been widely used in architecture since Renaissance exactly in the case of fresco 
decorations. 

Once the hypotheses about the building type of the vault have been substantiated, the values of 
the geometric parameters (axis and radius) of the elementary cylindrical surfaces that best fit the 
point clouds of each of the six areas detected were computed by means of approximation algorithms. 

As an example, approximation by cylindrical surfaces of the long side (Figure 4) yielded the 
following results (Table 1). 
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Figure 3. Discontinuity directions and vault areas (bottom view).

The interpretation of these results suggested that the vault could be generated from the
combination of several elements belonging to different cylindrical surfaces, and could be part of
the “a schifo” type. This includes a lower portion, similar to a section of a pavilion vault, and an upper
one, named “specchio” (mirror), which features so wide a curvature to appear almost planar. This vault
type has been widely used in architecture since Renaissance exactly in the case of fresco decorations.

Once the hypotheses about the building type of the vault have been substantiated, the values of
the geometric parameters (axis and radius) of the elementary cylindrical surfaces that best fit the point
clouds of each of the six areas detected were computed by means of approximation algorithms.

As an example, approximation by cylindrical surfaces of the long side (Figure 4) yielded the
following results (Table 1).
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Table 1. Approximation by cylindrical surface—radius.

Area 1 Area 2

Radius (m) 7.349 5.280
STDV (m) 0.007 0.008

Analysis of Standard Deviation (STDV) should take in account that the vault does not actually
show neat transitions between contiguous cylindrical surfaces, but rather the curvature radius changes
gradually. In fact, the higher values of the difference between ideal and actual surfaces are found in
these transition areas (Figure 5).
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3.3.2. Analysis of the Development Methodology

In order to achieve a planar development of vault geometry and texture using well known and
easily available software tools, a methodology using model representation by contours, rather than by
ideal shapes such as cylinders, has been investigated and applied to this case study.

For this purpose, just the contour lines lying in the XY coordinate plane have been used in a CAD
environment, with a 20-cm step (Figure 6).
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It has been assumed that vault sections between adjacent contours were planar. Contours have
been assumed as connections between adjacent planes. In order to appraise the error introduced by
this assumption, an orthogonal section of the interpolating cylinders has been checked. In the most
unfavorable situation (Figure 7), the difference between the section arc Equation (1) and the related
chord Equation (2), bounded by two adjacent contours, has been computed.

xAB “ β¨R (1)

AB “ 2¨R¨ sin pβ{2q (2)
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On an arc length = 1.718 m, the maximum difference was 3 mm, with a sub-millimeter relative
error. This approximation has been deemed acceptable. For the planar development of the XY contour
lines model with a 20-cm step (the same used to detect the different portions of the vault), the crown of
the vault has been outlined in CAD at 1:1 scale (line AB in Figure 8).
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Subsequent contour lines have been separately developed by trilateration for each surface of the
vault. Assuming the extremes of the previous contour as fixed points, the extremes of the next contour
have been plotted. Figure 8 shows how planar geometric development of the actual vault lacks the
regular course found in the development of an ideal surface constituted just by portions of cylinder
with parallel axes.

Sections defined by ZX (blue lines) and ZY (red lines) planes have then been superimposed on
the development of the XY sections (green lines).

Besides geometric vault development, sections are also required as a reference for correct texture
placement on the developed model.

In order to apply textures to the developed geometric model, the following methodology has
been chosen.

For each surface, eight directions have been identified to set orthogonal views of 3D model
SfM/LASER. These directions are orthogonal to the axis of the theoretical cylinders and, starting from
the horizontal view, tilted by 15˝ relative to the previous view.

For each viewing direction, images of the model of vault portion bounded by a 15˝ cylindrical arc
have been collected. These are an orthogonal projection of the vault texture on an orthogonal plane
relative to the viewing direction [34]. Fresco elements projected in this way are obviously deformed.

Accepting the simplification that the vault is represented by the surfaces of the interpolating
cylinders, it is possible to quantify this deformation. As for the orthogonal projection on a plane
tangent to the cylinder, there is no deformation along parallel directions relative to the tangency line,
while deformation is highest along orthogonal directions. Linear deformation module (ml) at the
extremes of the orthogonally projected area is defined by Equation (3).

ml “
AB1
xAB

“
2¨R¨ sin pβ{2q

R¨β
(3)

In the projection used, deformation is highest in the furthest point relative to the tangency line
(for breadth = 15˝, distance is about 1 m), where ml = 0.9970 and deformation = 3 mm (Figure 9).
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In accordance with the operators dealing with the restoration of the fresco, this deformation has
been deemed acceptable.

Each orthogonal view of model SfM/LASER has been performed in two configurations and saved
in two separate image files. Configuration 1 provided for superimposing the section lines to the model
(Figure 10a). Configuration 2 viewed the model with just the high quality texture applied (Figure 10b).
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The following processing steps have therefore been run for each image pair:

‚ Image pairs and the geometric vault development frame (Figure 8) have been imported in the
same photo editing software environment.

‚ A single block has been created with both images, so that any transformation applied to any one
image was similarly applied to the other.

‚ The layer containing the image with just the texture has been turned off, leaving visible just the
image with the section lines.

‚ The image has been scaled and moved on the geometric frame, assuming the section lines obtained
with XZ and YZ planes (vertical lines in Figure 10) as reference.

As proof of the small deformation of the images, it has been noticed that after scaling the image
in the direction of the axis of the interpolating cylinders for a single projection direction, it aligns with
images derived from other projection directions at less than the computed deformation (Figure 11).
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4. Results and Discussion

In order to validate the methodology used, results must be checked for both geometric precision
of the different models obtained and precision of placement, dimension and shape of the applied
textures. Finally, the quality of the planar development of the vault was assessed (Figure 12).
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standard deviation averaged at 3 mm, with peaks of about 6 mm. 

Finally, Cloud LASER has been compared against Model SfM/MVS; the standard deviation was 
3 mm on average, peaking at about 10 mm. 

These results show that image orientation in SfM is substantially accurate and confirm the mean 
reprojection error involved with orientating each image via SfM to be 0.70 pixel with an average of 
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4.1. Assessment of Model Geometrical Accuracy

The laser scanning colored point cloud model (Cloud LASER) can be assumed as the absolute
geometric reference in this application. It has very high point density, and allows extraction of
coordinates of features for both geometry (cracks, gaps, etc.) and painting (boundary lines, color
transitions, etc.) with a sub-centimeter resolution.

Standard deviation obtained by comparing Cloud LASER with Model LASER is 1 mm, with peaks
in the 3 mm range. These results highlight that the transition from point cloud to surface model entails
a small decay of geometric precision.

A second check has been performed comparing Cloud LASER with Cloud SfM/MVS; the standard
deviation averaged at 3 mm, with peaks of about 6 mm.

Finally, Cloud LASER has been compared against Model SfM/MVS; the standard deviation was 3
mm on average, peaking at about 10 mm.

These results show that image orientation in SfM is substantially accurate and confirm the mean
reprojection error involved with orientating each image via SfM to be 0.70 pixel with an average of
9000 tie points per image. On the other hand, maximum deviation values are in the range of 7–10 mm
and refer to cracks and plaster collapse borders. Figures 13–17 show an overview of the fresco and
some details on local deviations.

Taking into account all these cases, greater deviations are found when surveyed surfaces are
orthogonal to the vault. SfM/MVS methodology does not correctly represent the transitions typical of
deep cracks and delamination. This result is in the authors’ opinion due to the fact that these surface
regions are acquired by inclined views with different inclinations and sometimes with the camera axis
parallel to the surface. This fact, reported in the literature, leads to worse performance of the matching
algorithms [24].
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Figure 17. Region D: crack in the topmost region of the vault.

Hence, the overall accuracy of the SfM-derived model is good (3 mm), but shows some flaws
precisely in the regions of most interest to restorers. This processing methodology, on the other hand,
has the advantage of significantly lower resource requirements: manual intervention is limited to
inputting the support points to orient and scale the model.

These considerations on geometric precision led to the choice of Model SfM/LASER as a starting
model for vault development.

4.2. Texture Dimension and Positioning Accuracy Assessment

After geometric accuracy of the models has been checked, texturing precision has also been
monitored. For this purpose, the coordinates of 36 Control Points (CPs) have been extracted by Cloud
LASER. These coordinates have been firstly compared with those obtained by digitizing the points on
the images and obtaining their 3D position in Cloud SfM/MVS (Figure 18). The comparison provided
the statistics displayed in Table 2.
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Table 2. CP coordinates comparison Cloud LASER—Cloud SfM/MVS.

X Y Z

mean (m) 0.000 0.000 0.000
max (m) 0.005 0.005 0.010

STDV (m) 0.002 0.003 0.004

Note: The values are in line with the geometric comparison between point clouds LASER and SfM/MVS.

Subsequently, the same points have been digitized directly on Model SfM/LASER. A comparison
with the reference CP coordinates yielded the results displayed in Table 3.

Table 3. CP coordinates comparison Cloud LASER—Model SfM/LASER.

X Y Z

mean (m) 0.000 0.000 0.000
max (m) 0.019 0.023 0.026

STDV (m) 0.007 0.007 0.008

This comparison shows that precision checks on texture yielded a slightly worse result relative to
those on geometry. Such an outcome was predictable, assuming the addition of errors for geometry
with those for image orientation and texture projection, as well as those for direct CP collimation on
Model SfM/LASER.

4.3. Vault Development Accuracy Assessment

Besides the 3D comparison between Model SfM/LASER and Cloud LASER, planar development
has also been validated at actual scale. Some portions of the image, representing the vault development,
have been printed at 1:1 scale on A0 tracing paper. Subsequently, restorers checked the prints directly
with the represented fresco portions (Figure 19), noticing the accordance of shapes and dimension of
the checked portions in line with the deformations already expected and accepted in the processing
steps. On the same tracing paper sheet, restorers have drafted the outlines of the actual fresco paintings;
the resulting accuracy is 3 mm.
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5. Conclusions

The methodology discussed has proposed a simplified solution for the problem of a metrically
correct planar representation of a frescoed “a schifo” vault. The processing steps shown can be carried
out even by relatively inexperienced users and do not require specific software.

A peculiar feature of this methodology is the creation of collages of several orthogonal views of
the textured 3-D model, thanks to geometrical references provided by the section lines of the model.
These lines are visible in the three-dimensional model, its geometric development and on the images
used for the collage.

The methodology proposed for modeling, texturing and planar development was verified by
both calculating the theoretical error introduced by the single processing step and by comparing the
final products with a reference survey and then directly with the surveyed object.

The theoretical development accuracy is 3 mm. The comparison between the laser scanner model
textured with oriented images through SFM and the original laser scanning point cloud yielded a 3-mm
accuracy. Finally, the direct verification of the development of the model confirmed an accuracy of
3 mm, which allowed drafts to be obtained that are fully usable by restorers for 3D fresco reconstruction
on a vaulted surface.

In particular, these are most useful for faithful reconstruction of the geometry in damaged fresco
portions, for which a photographic documentation suitable for 3-D modeling is available.

The same methodology can also be applied to domes and vaults of different types. The authors are
currently planning further testing on barrel and pavilion vaults and on elliptical and spherical domes.

The present research will be prosecuted with the aim of automating the different processing steps,
particularly as regards monitoring of deformations and errors introduced in the final representation.

Further interest also lies in investigating differences between developments obtained by extracting
contours by actual surfaces or by approximating them to ideal surfaces.
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